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Researchers have turned to the Semantic Web to annotate and integrate disparate knowledge. Ontologies provide the domain knowledge to drive these processes and the successful creation of semantic applications in the health and life sciences require Web services that provide access to bioontologies. The National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO), one of the seven National Centers for Biomedical Computing created under the NIH Roadmap, has developed BioPortal, which provides access to one of the largest repositories of biomedical ontologies via both Web services and Web browsers.1 NCBO has developed a set of Web services that access and use BioPortal ontologies in applications for data annotation and integration. These applications include the Ontology Recommender, which suggests ontologies to use for annotation based on textual metadata or keyword input, the NCBO Annotator, which “tags” text automatically with terms from BioPortal ontologies, and the NCBO Resource Index, which provides an ontology-based index of publicly available, online data resources.

The Ontology Recommender Web service uses textual metadata or keywords to suggest BioPortal ontologies that are best suited to annotate data based on three criteria: coverage, connectivity, and ontology size. Coverage refers to the number of terms in the ontology that match the input, connectivity relates to how often an ontology is mapped to another other ontology, and size is the overall number of terms in the ontology. The Ontology Recommender processes the textual input and generates a ranked list of ontologies that are best suited for annotation of the data.

The NCBO Annotator Web service processes text to recognize relevant biomedical ontology terms. Users can customize the Web service to limit results to a particular ontology (e.g. SNOMED CT) or to a certain UMLS semantic type (e.g. T017 for ‘Anatomical Structure’) as well as many other parameters documented at: http://www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/Annotator_Web_service. The entity recognition engine, MGREP, was developed by the National Center for Integrative Bioinformatics and is combined with the BioPortal Ontology Web services to create the NCBO Annotator Web service. The availability of this functionality makes the task of creating ontology-based annotations accessible for any biomedical researcher by using the Web service directly through programmatic access or by using Addins such as the NCBO Annotator Excel Addin. The NCBO Annotator Web service has also been used by NCBO to generate an ontology-based index of several online biomedical data repositories (e.g., GEO, ClinicalTrials.gov, dbGaP, DrugBank, PharmGKB, and Reactome) resulting in the NCBO Resource Index. These indexes are created using the textual metadata of the database record as input to the NCBO Annotator and the database records are linked together via shared ontology annotations. These linkages take advantage of the semantic relationships within the ontology, including subsumption relationships among ontology entities and mappings between entities in different ontologies. The NCBO Resource Index Web service provides biomedical investigators a mechanism for programmatic search of the index using ontology terms. For example, one can search for all experiments and clinical trials corresponding to ‘malignant melanoma’ from GEO and ClinicalTrials.gov.

In conclusion, the ontology-based Web services provided by NCBO provide a “1-stop shop” to access ontologies as well as to annotate and integrate data. More information on these Web services can be found at www.bioontology.org/wiki/index.php/NCBO_REST_services.
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